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Answer any five of the following:  

 

1. (a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of 3G and how is 3G different from 

2G? 10M 

 (b) What is the concept of frequency reuse and explain how this is useful in 

increasing the number of channels? 10M 

2. (a) Why the co channel interference is avoided easily in sectorization than in cell 

Splitting? 10M 

 (b) Explain the different types of interfaces used to connect the units of Base station 

sub system in GSM. 10M 

3. (a) Discuss the various parameter of a cell system that can be adjusted to increase 

coverage. 10M 

 (b) Draw the cell site antenna for omni cells for 45 and 90 channels and explain them. 10M 

4. (a) Show that C/I for directional antenna in K = 7 cell pattern in 3 sector case is             

24.5 dB. 12M 

 (b) Why the handoffs are needed in cell sites? 8M 

5. (a) Explain Real time splitting with a neat figure. 10M 

 (b) If fc = 900 MHz, ht = 40 mt, hr = 5 mt and d = 10 km. Estimate the path loss 

medium size city. 10M 

6. (a) Discuss the diversity schemes for interference reductions at both mobile unit and 

cell – cite. 10M 

 (b) Derive the relationship of the Bit – Energy to Noise – Density Ratio and the 

Carrier – to – Noise Ratio. 10M 

7. (a) Explain how concepts of Diversity Branch and Signal paths is used? 10M 

 (b) Explain about Pi/4 DQPSK Modems. 10M 

8. (a) Explain how to calculate the number of hand offs per call? 10M 

 (b) Explain in detail about Delay Spread Measurements. 10M 
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